Bringing Education Directly to Your Club
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Classes To Go
 To better accommodate our membership and to broaden club education opportunities, the St. Louis Chapter is offering a program called “Classes To Go”.  The educational benefits of having a majority of your club members hear the same message at the same time is priceless.  Your club sets the time, provides the space and selects a topic from our available choices.  These classes may also be arranged for any small group.

One Hour Classes 
$15 per student/ $75 minimum

· General Topics
· The Basics of Investing
· Three Important Things Every Investor Should Know
· Understanding the P/E Ratio & Its Variations
· Getting Acquainted With The Value Line Report
· Value Line Quick Analysis & Comparison Guide
· What To Include When You Present A Stock to Your Club
· Introduction To Annual Reports
· Bank Stock Analysis For Beginners
· Warnings & Red Flags Beyond the SSG-The Other 20%
· Getting The Most Out of CoreSSG or SSGPlus
· Personalized Stock Study
 
· Stock Selection Guide
· How To Read & Understand the Stock Selection guide
· Making Judgments: Section 1
· Making Judgments: Section 2 (Management)
· Making Judgments: Sections 3 (P/E), 4 & 5
· Spotting Red Flags On The Stock Selection Guide & Beyond

· Portfolio Management
· When To Sell
· Portfolio Diversification
· Portfolio Tune-Up & Repair

We can also build a “custom” class, although we may have to charge a higher fee, depending on the time and materials required.  We will do our best to accommodate all of your educational needs.
 
To schedule a class or for more information, please contact:
Candace Baker at classestogo@stlouis.betterinvesting.net 





Class Descriptions

General Topics
· The Basics of Investing – A beginners guide of things to consider when building a portfolio. Includes the explanation of the terminology.
· Three Things Every Investor Should Know
· The Relationship of Sales, Earnings & The Price of the Stock
· The Difference Between Important Information & Noise
· Why We Look at P/E
· Understanding  the P/E Ratio & Its Variations - Learn what the P/E ratio is telling you and how it is used to identify a stock selling at a fair value, avoiding “irrational exuberance”.  Relative Value & the PEG ratio will also be discussed.
· Getting Acquainted With the Value Line Report – An overview of a Value Line company report, including the location of data required for an SSG and information useful for SSG judgments. 
· Value Line Quick Analysis & Comparison Guide – A guide through a checklist of 10 criteria found on a Value Line company report which will help you identify a quality company worth your time to complete an SSG.  Also includes a look at how to compare these items for several companies side-by-side.
· What To Include When Presenting A Stock To Your Club
· Introduction To Annual Reports
· Bank Stock Analysis For Beginners
· Warnings & Red Flags Beyond The SSG – The Other 20% - Learn about a number of easy-to-check warning signals, the so-called “Other 20%”, that are not on the Stock Selection Guide. Useful information can be found in Value Line, the balance Sheet, cash flow statement, and annual report.
· Getting The Most Out of CoreSSG or SSGPlus - Learn how to utilize BetterInvesting’s on-line SSG’s many helpful features for completing an SSG and doing a Stock Study.  
· Personalized Stock Study – Have a stock in your club portfolio that you wish you understood a little better? Let us prepare and present a stock study for your club including a discussion of SSG judgments.

Stock Selection Guide
· How to Read & Understand the Stock Selection Guide – A class for those club members who do not prepare or understand a Stock Selection Guide (SSG) and possibly those who need a refresher course.  This course will explore the basic purpose of the SSG and highlight the most important information to take away from this stock study tool.
· Making Judgments: Section 1 
· Making Judgments: Section 2 (Management) 
· Making Judgments: Sections 3 (P/E), 4 & 5
· Spotting Red Flags – Learn to recognize trouble spots that need to be investigated on the SSG.  
Understand what red flags are signaling, helping you avoid costly mistakes.

Portfolio Management

· When To Sell – This class will provide “Buy & Hold” investors with tools to make “sell” decisions in a logical, rational manner.  Common psychological traps that are harmful to your wealth will be discussed, along with tips on how to recognize and avoid them.
· Portfolio Diversification – This class will discuss the recommended BetterInvesting guidelines for portfolio diversification by Industry/Sector and company size, as well as rules of thumb for the number of holdings a club should have and how large each position should be in a portfolio.  
· Portfolio Tune Up & Repair - Clubs are often searching for someone from outside their club to examine and candidly comment on the holdings.  We will study the stocks in your portfolio, both individually and as a group, and  identify any problem areas.  Better Investing portfolio management tools will be used and explained.


Also Available……Club Visits
  We would be happy to send a Director to one of your club meetings.  We are available to discuss the BetterInvesting philosophy or any problems that your club may be encountering.  For more information on Club Visits please contact Candace Baker at classestogo@stlouis.betterinvesting.net 


What are your Responsibilities?
1. Reserve a room which can comfortably seat all your participants at tables with adequate room for the teacher and helpers.
2. Make sure the room has a table that the instructor can use for a laptop computer & projector.
3. Provide a large (min. 6 ft square) screen or a light colored blank wall to project PowerPoint images.
4. Notify us of the location (with directions) at least one week in advance.
5. Provide the number of your participants at least 4 days before event so the instructor can prepare an adequate number of handouts.  
6. Make sure the room will be open at least 30 minutes prior to the start of the class so we can set up.
7. You are committed to $15/attendee or a minimum payment of $75.  Payment should be made on the day of the class by a club check or individual checks made out to:  BetterInvesting, St. Louis Chapter.
The St. Louis Chapter will provide the teacher, handouts and audiovisual equipment.
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